
GoMo Refer a Friend 
Offer February 2021



1.  These terms and conditions are in addition to the terms and conditions of the GoMo terms and conditions all of which are 
available at http://www.gomo.ie/terms/ and all constitute a legally binding agreement between GoMo and the Customer. 

2.  All capitalised terms herein (unless otherwise defined) shall have the meaning given to them in the terms and conditions for GoMo 
service. In the event of any conflict between these terms and conditions and the terms and conditions of the GoMo Service, these 
terms and conditions shall prevail. 

3. The promoter of this offer is GoMo with a place of business at Bianconi Avenue, Citywest Business Campus, Dublin 24. 

4.  The offer is available to new GoMo customers who sign up to GoMo having received a communications link from an existing 
GoMo customer. 

5. This offer is available until 23:59 on 25th February 2021.

6. For all new GoMo customers who avail of this offer, they will receive a one month free discount of €12.99.  

7.  Existing GoMo customers will receive a €12.99/€9.99 discount for referring each family member or friend. Existing GoMo 
customers can refer a maximum of five (5) friends or family members to GoMo under this offer and the maximum discount  they 
can receive is €64.95 (€12.99 x 5)  or  €49.95 (€9.99 x5) which will be applied to their account in one go. 

8.  The offer will be applied to all new GoMo customers’ accounts within 30 days and for all monthly bills thereafter the standard 
pricing will apply. 

9.  The offer will be applied within 30 days to existing GoMo customers who refer their friend or family member under this offer. 
The offer applied to an existing GoMo customers account is non-refundable and non-transferable and no cash alternative will be 
offered by GoMo. 

10.  To avail of this offer, new GoMo customers must have been referred by an existing GoMo customer and they must have received 
a relevant communication with a unique code and link to a landing page from an existing GoMo customer.



11.  Existing GoMo customers must consent to the processing and storage of their data in order to avail of this offer.  Existing GoMo 
Customers will become a referrer upon registration and they will be allocated a web link that is bespoke to them https://bit.
ly/2JG4a0n. The GoMo Refer a Friend Offer Link can be shared by the Existing GoMo customer with their friends and family 
members who are not already existing GoMo customers.

12.  By availing of this offer, the existing GoMo customer consents to GoMo disclosing their name to the existing GoMo customer’s 
family members and friends when they use the existing GoMo customer’s GoMo Refer a Friend Offer Link.

13.  The email address used by the friend or family member availing of this offer on the GoMo checkout page must match the email 
address they used to register their details through the GoMo Refer a Friend Offer Link which they received from the existing 
GoMo customer.

14. This offer cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer.

15.  By participating in the offer, existing GoMo customers and new GoMo customers accept that GoMo will verify the eligibility of all 
offer entries and the discounts will be applied under this offer, once GoMo has verified the referral process under this offer.  GoMo 
requires such information as it considers reasonably necessary for the purpose of eligibility verification.  The discount may be 
withheld until GoMo is satisfied with the verification. GoMo reserves the right not to give a discount if it believes that the referral is 
not legitimate, including but not limited to; users referring themselves; multiple user referrals; referrals linked to a business, agent 
or commercial purposes; returned orders; cancellations; criteria not met; GoMo also reserves the right to disqualify existing or 
new GoMo customers suspected of fraud or abuse of this offer.

16.  Existing GoMo customer’s personal data and new GoMo customer’s personal data will be collected, stored and processed for the 
purposes of administering and assessing the offer. 

17.  GoMo reserves the right to withdraw this offer at any time and/or to vary or amend any element of the offer, including but not 
limited to these terms and conditions.

18.  In the event of an error, misuse, abuse or fraud affecting the proper operation of this offer, including but not limited to the 
allocation of discounts, GoMo reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to end or suspend the offer; amend these terms & 
conditions; declare void the notification of any discount.


